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To The Judges:

When the special effects of “The Dark Knight Rises” turned into the real chaos of a mass shooting inside 
an Aurora, Colorado movie theater, the first thing The Denver Post had to do was get photographers to the 
scene. A reporter can catch up to witnesses later, but you can’t recreate the moment in photo or video.

Within an hour, photographers and videographers were rushing to multiple scenes across the area: the 
theater, six hospitals, a local school that was being used as a staging area for survivors.

There were 12 people dead and 58 wounded after James Holmes opened fire on the crowd enjoying a 
midnight showing of the latest Batman movie. The Post photojournalists immediately transmitted iPhone 
photos for use on denverpost.com, and then began documenting events with their cameras.

At 2:24 a.m., the first photo gallery was launched on denverpost.com with staff images of the chaos at the 
theater, hospitals and emergency response centers. In the middle of the night, the image of Ian Sullivan 
standing in the entrance of Children’s Hospital Colorado in a frantic search for his 6-year-old daughter 
Veronica showed the anguish of a parent who loses a child.

Denver Post photographs were beaming around the world before sunrise. Our coverage became the world’s 
view of the shooting.

As dawn broke in Aurora, family members arrived at a staging area for witnesses and victims in hopes of 
locating their loved ones.

One of those searching was Tom Sullivan, father of Alex. Tom was captured by a Denver Post videographer 
early in the day imploring officials and the media to “call me if you find my son! Call me!” When the tragic 
news of his son’s death was delivered, Tom collapsed into the arms of his family. RJ Sangosti was there to 
capture the iconic photo of the massacre.

Greg Zanis, an electrician from Aurora, Illinois, traveled to Colorado to erect 12 crosses on a hill near the 
theater. He had made the same journey 13 years earlier to memorialize the Columbine high school shooting 
victims. The crosses became the physical center of the community’s grief, as illustrated in the photograph 
of Travis Hirko kneeling at one of the crosses. When thousands gathered for a community vigil, The Post 
captured a stunning moment as light seemed to break through the dreary cloud cover.

After the memorial, the community awaited the first glimpse of James Holmes at his court appearance. The 
image of the suspect, with his bright orange hair and blank stare at the Monday hearing, reminded all of us 
that this story would be with us for years to come.

Then the funerals began. Chantel Blunk, the wife of slain Navy veteran Jonathan Blunk, 26, allowed a Post 
photographer to cover the funeral. We captured a haunting photo of his casket being pulled from a hearse.

Every member of The Denver Post photojournalism staff was immersed in this story and delivered a visual 
report of sensitivity and emotion. 

Please consider this work of The Denver Post Photography Staff for the Pulitzer Prize in Breaking News 
Photography.
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